Modular/Flexible/Durable
Casework Solutions for the Pharmaceutical Environment
The pharmacy line is based on extensive consultation with pharmacy directors and pharmacy design professionals. Features like work surfaces placed at optimal height with gravity-feed drawers below and angled shelves above are designed specifically to keep supplies at the staff’s fingertips. All drawers are available with elective soft-close hardware that significantly reduces noise levels in a busy pharmacy. Although this work island looks built-in, hidden wheels allow ready mobility and transfer of materials between areas.
We offer 27 in-stock laminate colors, including over a dozen wood grained, or you may choose your own laminate color from any laminate vendor (additional costs may apply). You and your pharmacy design professional can create a pharmacy environment that is both aesthetically pleasing and highly functional.

The manufacturer has built casework in the Midwest since 1966. All products are backed by a lifetime guarantee.
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The durability and flexibility of the casework is particularly pertinent in this hard-working area of the pharmacy. Because of the modularity of the casework, any technology upgrades or incremental growth changes may be accommodated smoothly by simply moving or adding to existing pieces. All drawings are electronically saved using the most revered cad design software like AutoCAD, SolidWorks, or Revit, and archived so that additions or reproductions may be handled with ease. Since much of the work is automated, lead times are compressed as compared with traditional millwork.
Over the years, the manufacturer has developed a number of products and solutions that address infection control. All exposed and unexposed surfaces on casework are sealed to prevent wicking. Handy removable drawers feature continuous vinyl-wrapped construction to ease cleaning and eliminate openings that invite bacteria. With Hamilton Sorter’s powder-coated steel base option, epoxy floor coating may be installed over the toe kick.

Here, Capital Health’s ante room, which provides an additional buffer to their clean room, features a two-way stainless steel storage unit built into the wall. IV solutions and other supplies may be unpacked by technicians and loaded into the cabinet without entering the ante room and compromising the air with cardboard or microbial particles.

Ante Room

Flexible drawer dividers furnish personalized storage.
Compounding Station
This compounding station has maximized upper and lower storage in a small footprint while complying with all government regulations. Slanted removable panels under the sink cabinet protect staff from hot pipes yet still allow clearance below. Drying racks with drip trays drain conveniently into the sink and the black phenolic resin work surface provides the ultimate chemical resistance and durability required in this environment.
The modular casework offers a robust system of comprehensive storage and distribution for the pharmaceutical environment with more standard in-stock options than anyone else in the industry. Choose from steel or laminate kick bases, four different door hinges, five optional drawer slides, six handles, or specify your own hardware. With such a vast selection of features and price points, your pharmacy design professional can help you produce a workplace that is the perfect fit for your staff and budget.
The modular casework in use:
At Capital Health Medical Center - Hopewell, two walls of storage shield the order entry area from the noise and heat of nearby carousels and refrigerators. Staff pharmacists work at their desk computers and make phone calls in comfort while retaining easy access to medications.